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Today I am going to discuss Canadian public attitudes toward multiculturalism and bilingualism. I will present graphics that report the overall percentage of Canadians who share a particular opinion based on public opinion surveys. Most of the survey data are taken from Environics Focus Canada surveys, which are based on samples of 2000 Canadians. Two other sources are the Charter Study conducted in 1987, and a survey that Environics undertook for the Centre for Research and Information on Canada (CRIC) in 2002.

Canada has always been a multicultural and a bilingual society, but we have not always appreciated these facts about our national life. Acceptance and support for multiculturalism, ethnic diversity, and bilingualism have evolved over the last 30 years, as the social values of Canadians changed dramatically. These value changes were spearheaded by the baby-boom generation that was born between 1946 and 1962. That generation had very different social values from the previous generation. The new social values included rejection of authority and lack of deference to authority, while attitudes like deferred gratification were thrown out the window. Deferred gratification in the 1950s was of primary importance. If you went to church you'd go to heaven; if you ate your carrots you could get dessert—that kind of thing.

Deferred gratification, hierarchy and other cherished values of the 1950s were rejected and were replaced by values such as pragmatism, empowerment, egalitarianism and hedonism: not putting the fun off to the future but having fun today and enjoying life today. Among the changing social values, there was also a change toward acceptance and support for ethnic diversity. Supporting and celebrating ethnic diversity was related to emerging egalitarian values. It was also related to hedonism in the sense that it is more interesting to live in a society where you can talk to and meet different people from different backgrounds. It is
more fun to live in that kind of society than in one that is closed off, which was the kind of society that I recall Canada had in the 1950s.

With these changing social values, the stated and unstated assumptions of the previous decades—assumptions of the superiority of some groups and the inferiority of other groups—gave way to the claims for recognition and equality being made by all powerless groups. Aboriginal groups, French Canadians, women, racial and ethnic minorities, gays, victims of domestic violence, victims of abuse; these and other powerless groups rejected the stereotypes of the past and claimed social justice, recognition and inclusion in all of the good things that society had to offer. That was part of the value-change that we experienced as Canada moved through the decades of the 1970s, 80s and 90s.

These value changes—toward egalitarianism, respect, and inclusion—lead to legislation creating the Official Languages policy in 1969 and the policy of multiculturalism in 1971. I think we are still in the process of accepting and developing these values in our society today. This can be seen in the debate about, and what I think will be the ultimate acceptance of, same sex marriages. Same-sex marriage is precisely related to the values of inclusion and respect and how they are continuing to evolve.

But as these values evolved, there were other forces in the early 1990s that worked against these long-term value changes. In particular, the recession of the early 1990s was a very difficult time for people. That was a time of great dislocation for many Canadians. It was a time in which real incomes declined. It was a time of high unemployment. It was a time of eroding public services, as governments tried to respond to the fiscal crisis and pulled back spending from many areas.

We saw in our public opinion research during that period that Canadians became less open and less accepting. They pulled back and they “circled the wagons”. They became less generous. People felt less secure, and therefore they were less open and less accepting of others. The acceptance of diversity that had been growing and developing over the previous two decades was challenged and eroded, because some people were feeling threatened and dislocated by the developments of that period.

We could see this, for example, in the communities across the country which passed unilingual municipal laws. We saw a rejection of some aspects of bilingualism in the Spicer Commission. We also saw this change in hardening attitudes towards immigration: attitudes toward immigrants became more negative in the early 1990s. Canadians did not start feeling more secure until relatively recently. Even though the recession itself was confined to the early
1990s, the feelings of insecurity lasted well into the late 1990s. We can see this when we look at some survey data. Environics has been asking Canadians about their awareness of multicultural policy since 1976, in the question “Is there a federal policy of multiculturalism?” (Figure 1). We saw awareness growing until the 1990s when it fell. It started to pick up at the end of the 1990s, and in 2002, we see that the vast majority of Canadians—79% in this survey—tell us that, in fact, there is a policy of multiculturalism. So we saw an increase in awareness, then a decline during the 1990s, followed by an increase in this new decade.

Figure 1: Multicultural Policy—Awareness, 1976-2002

We asked Canadians if they approve or disapprove of a federal policy of multiculturalism (Figure 2). Approval started out at 63% the first time we asked the question in 1989. You can see the trend line going down in the early 1990s and then picking up from the mid-1990s until 2002. I note that this is after September 11, 2001, and the tensions about multiculturalism that supposedly resulted; a full 74% of Canadians said they support the policy of multiculturalism in 2002. This is a very significant finding and shows that Canadians maintain a strong allegiance to this policy.
We can see a positive trend when we look at the responses over time to a number of questions about the effects of a policy of multiculturalism (See Table 1). For virtually every aspect of multiculturalism, Canadians have become more favourable over the 1989-2002 time period.

Table 1: Effects of Multicultural Policy, 1989-2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greater understanding between groups</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater equality of opportunity</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater national unity</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some groups getting more than their</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater conflict between racial and</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion of Canadian identity and</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beginning at the bottom of Table 1, we asked: “Does multicultural policy lead to the erosion of Canadian identity?” We see that 59% disagree with this in 2002. The percentage rejecting this idea has actually increased. This indicates again a greater acceptance and support for the policy of multiculturalism.

A second question we have asked over time is: “Does multicultural policy lead to greater conflict between racial and ethnic groups in Canada?” Fifty-nine percent of Canadians now reject this as an outcome of multicultural policy compared to 47% in 1997 and 41% in 1989. Again, that figure is higher today than ever. Only one-third of Canadians think that a multicultural policy would lead to more conflict among groups, and this figure has declined.

A third question we have asked over time is: “Does multicultural policy lead to some groups getting more than their fair share of government funding?” Just over half of Canadians agree with this, and this percentage has declined only slightly, but nonetheless declined since 1989.

A fourth question we asked is: “Does multicultural policy lead to greater national unity?” The percentages who say that unity is promoted have increased from 46% to 65% between 1997 and 2002. This is yet another dimension where we see an improvement, a more positive perception over time.

A fifth question asks “Does multicultural policy lead to greater equality of opportunity for all groups in Canada?” Here 73% of Canadians say that equality is enhanced, and that figure has tended to increase.

Finally, we asked “Does multicultural policy lead to a greater understanding between different groups in Canada?” Seventy-seven percent of Canadians say that it does, and this percentage has also increased across our study time frame.

Thus, to reiterate, I think it is fair to conclude that there is considerable acceptance and support for the policy of multiculturalism in this country today. Canadians consider it a positive policy, and they clearly see positive effects of that policy.

When we look at support for bilingualism in each province, we see a similar pattern, though not quite as pronounced (see Figure 3), with support falling slightly in the mid-1990s and then increasing toward the end of the decade.

Figure 3: Support for Bilingualism, 1977-2003
As well we asked Canadians if they support bilingualism for all of Canada (see Figure 3). Support started out at 51% in 1977, then fell after 1988, and then began a continuous rise in 1991, ultimately to 56% in 2003.

**Figure 4: In Favour of Bilingualism for all of Canada—1977-2003**

![Graph showing support for bilingualism for all of Canada from 1977 to 2003. Support started at 51% in 1977, fell after 1988, and then began a continuous rise in 1991, ultimately reaching 56% in 2003.](image)

**Figure 5: In Favour of Bilingualism for own Province—1988-2003**

![Graph showing support for bilingualism for own province from 1988 to 2003. Support for English and French is shown separately.](image)
The most significant differences in support for bilingualism for all of Canada are between English and French-speaking Canadians. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate strong support among French Canadians and less support among English Canadians. However, for both linguistic groups the trend is toward increasing support since the low points in the early 1990s.

We see a similar, albeit slightly different, pattern by linguistic group for the question as to whether people favour bilingualism for their own province. We see the trend lines diverging in the early 1990s, going up very strongly for French Canadians, but dropping for English Canadians. Support has tended upward since that time, particularly for Francophones.

Finally, Figure 6 compares data from the Charter Study of 1987 to a survey Environics conducted for CRIC in 2002 asking how important Canadians think it is to preserve English and French as the two official languages in Canada. Support started at 77% in 1987, and there it is again at 77% in 2002. Thus, Canadians went through a period of doubt and questioning in the early 1990s and ended up with a high level of support for bilingualism today.

**Figure 6: Importance of Bilingualism—Very or Somewhat Important—1987-2002**
We have other survey data that show that Canadians think bilingualism and multiculturalism are important for the Canadian identity. In my opinion, this is further evidence that Canadians support these institutions. But we have also seen from our surveys how opinions can change, and how larger events outside of the area of language and ethnic diversity can impact and affect attitudes and public acceptance. When the economy declines, when our larger institutions are being threatened, and when Canadians themselves feel threatened, we see that support for diversity can be challenged. Thus, one of the challenges of our country is to keep the larger institutions strong and stable. Bilingualism and multiculturalism cannot rely on our social values alone, regardless of how supportive these values may be. We also need a strong economy and institutions that support equality of opportunity.